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Liquid Reputation Consensus – to govern distributed multi-agent
systems (blockchains and societies), to resist takeover and scam 
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Proof-Of-Work Proof-Of-Stake Proof-Of-Reputation

Force is Power:
Those who own more
computing resources
govern the network.

Money is Power:
Those who have
more money govern
the network.

Reputation is Power:
Those who earn a better
reputation and a greater
long-term audience base
govern the network.
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Liquid Reputation – Solving Problems
Marketplaces

News filtering 

Social Networking

Psychological security

Blockchain consensuses

Liquid Democracy

Unfair competition, gaming ratings

Fake news, information wars

Spam, abuse, harassment

Broken relationships

Consensus takeover 

State instability

Financial security Scam



 

Reputation Systems Ingredients

Ratings
Stakes
Payments
Spendings
Reviews
Mentions
Loyalties

Rank
Reputation
Karma
Social capital

Liquid ranking!
Weighted ranking!
Time scoping!
Data openness!
Code openness?
Human precedence?
Non-anonymity?
No right to oblivion?

Data: Principles: Results:



 

Weighted Liquid Rank
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Reputation System for 
Marketplaces – Identifying Scam

Using Reputation System for protection from scam identifying dishonest suppliers.



 

Reputation System for 
Marketplaces - Time/Spendings-based

● No reputation system: participants are
making decisions relying only on their
own memories and not referring to any
reputation system. 

● Regular reputation system: standard
version of reputation system. Does not
take into account any factors other than
values of ratings that consumers make
to suppliers.   

● Weighted reputation system: When
considering ratings as regular reputation
system does, accounts to financial
values of transactions between
participants so that rating values are
weighted by costs of transactions that
are rated.

● TOM-based reputation system: In
addition to weighting ratings with
financial values per-transaction, weights
the ratings based on the rater’s time on
the market (TOM) as a “proof-of-time”.
That is, the raters (buyers) are implicitly
rated based on how long have they been
on the market. So, rating by buyer with a
longer history influences reputation of a
seller more than the one made by rater
with shorter history.

● SOM-based reputation system: In
addition to weighting ratings with
financial values per-transaction, weights
the ratings based on rater’s spendings
on the market (SOM) as a “proof-of-
burn” value. That is, the raters (buyers)
are implicitly rated based on how much
they spend on this market. So, rating by
buyer with a lot of spendings influences
reputation more than the one made by
rater with smaller spendings.



 

Reputation System for 
Marketplaces against Reputation Gaming

● Table and charts presenting performance
of financial metrics for different
reputation systems using adaptive
simulation. The charts show a 95%
confidence interval for the highest and
lowest the true values could be (had we
repeated the simulations indefinitely).

● Compared results between “Regular”
and “Weighted” reputation system,
TOM/SOM (time/spendings on the
market) based ones, “Anti-biased”,
“Predictive” and “Vendor Impact”
reputation system. The optimisation was
targeting to make OMU (Organic Market
Utility) higher and making the other
metrics such as LTS (Loss to Scam),
BSL (Buyers Satisfaction Loss), SGP
(Seller Gaming Profit) lower.

● Use of “Regular” reputation system
makes all financial metrics instantly
worse than in the case when no
reputation system is used at all - just
because of the reputation gaming
redirecting the market to the dishonest
providers increasing their profits (SGP),
decreasing the volume of honest market
(OMU) and causing losses for buyers
(LTS and BSL). We can also see than
most ot the reputation system
configurations, such as “Anti-biased”,
Weighted, TOM, “Predictive”, and
“Vendor Impact” improve the financial
metrics. The LTS column shows that the
best “Anti-biased” reputation system
configuration reduced the total market
volume spent on scams to zero making
the OMU approached 1.00, rounding to
the first two decimal places. 
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